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A Thermocouple to Record Transient Temperatures at the Bore Surface of Guns

PART A

SYNOPSIS

1. This report describes the design and construction of a thermocouple and associated circuits for recording the temperature history of the bore surface of large caliber guns. The thermocouple consists of a very thin sheet of nickel foil placed between a split cylindrical steel slug. The nickel and steel elements are insulated from each other by thin sheets of mica. The thermal junction is formed by grinding slowly the end surface of the assembly, thus forming numerous electrical and mechanical bonds between the two elements. High gas pressures, combined with abrasive action of the gases and unburned powder particles, greatly increase the possibility of breakdowns when the junction is formed by the relatively weak evaporation, silver soldering and electro-plating techniques.

2. The advantages of the described thermocouple are:
   a. Simplicity of manufacture
   b. Ease of assembly
   c. Rugged construction
   d. Minimum maintenance repairs required
   e. Extremely thin insulation between the two (2) elements of the thermocouple.

3. Several rounds were fired on the 3"/70 Type E Mod 0 Gun using the described thermocouple. Temperature data obtained with this thermocouple and pressure data taken on the rounds at the same location in the gun barrel are included. The thermocouple has shown excellent durability in the firings of the 3"/70 Type E, Mod 0 Gun.
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PART B

INTRODUCTION

1. AUTHORITY:

The research reported herein was conducted under the Foundational Research Program of the Naval Proving Ground as authorized by reference (a).

2. REFERENCES:

a. BUORD ltr Reb-LHT-immt NP9 of 14 July 1952

3. BACKGROUND:

For more than a decade attempts have been made to determine the temperatures reached by the bore surface of guns by means of thermocouples located at the bore surface. The main problem has been to locate the thermal junction directly at the surface, and yet have the junction withstand the abrasive action of the gas and the high pressures in the gun tube. A secondary problem has been to disturb as little as possible the normal flow of heat into the barrel by the insertion of the thermocouple. This requires that the thermal conductivity of the thermocouple elements closely approach that of the gun steel, and that the electrical insulation be held to a minimum in order that a heat reservoir of higher thermal capacity is not introduced.

An experimental apparatus for measuring temperatures at the bore surface region was reported by Hackemann in Germany in 1941 (reference (b)). The thermocouple consisted of an oxidized nickel wire fixed concentrically within a steel plug. The thermocouple junction was formed by plating a layer of nickel on the composite end of the plug. By means of this thermocouple, a maximum temperature of about 825°C was recorded at the bore surface at a distance of 90mm from the breech end of a machine gun barrel.
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Numerous attempts have been made at the Naval Proving Ground during the last decade to produce a satisfactory thermocouple following the design of the Hackemann thermocouple mentioned above. Experience with this thermocouple has been that the nickel plating disintegrates quite readily under the combined effects of the abrasive actions of the burning propellants, and the sustained high temperatures and pressures encountered in large caliber guns.

Recently, a research project was carried out at Purdue University (reference (c)) covering bore surface transient temperature measurements. The thermocouple consisted of a single oxidized constantan wire contained within a stainless steel hypodermic needle. The junction was formed by crimping the end of the needle and silver soldering it to the wire at the tip. A polishing process completed the construction of the junction. The junction was 0.003 to .001 inches thick. Temperatures as high as 1040°C were recorded on a three round burst.

Both of the above investigations were carried out on small caliber machine gun barrels. This report describes a thermocouple designed for use in large caliber guns, which can also be used on small caliber guns and multiple burst firings.

4. OBJECT OF TEST:

The object of the test was to develop and test a thermocouple (with associated circuits) capable of recording accurately the bore surface temperatures of large caliber guns.
PART C

DETAILS OF TEST

5. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM UNDER TEST:

A sketch of the bore surface thermocouple (henceforth referred to simply as the B.S.T.) is shown in Appendix (A), Figure 1. Essentially the thermocouple consists of a strip of nickel foil between two (2) steel slugs. The nickel foil is 1/8" in width and 0.0002 in thickness. A thin sheet of mica, from 3 to 10 microns in thickness, is used on each side of the nickel foil to insulate it from the steel slugs. Electrically oxide-coating the nickel was tried for insulation purposes, but it resulted in a thicker layer of insulation than that obtained with the mica. The two (2) steel slugs are held together by (1) the female threads of the steel housing, (2) two (2) Allen head screws, and (3) a steel ring which is press-fitted onto the base of the assembly. After the B.S.T. has been assembled, the thermocouple junction is formed by surface grinding in such a manner that the steel and nickel are "dragged slowly" across each other making an electrical and mechanical bond. In Appendix (A), Figure 2, are shown two (2) views of the face of the B.S.T. before firing. One (1) view is a magnification of 20 and the other is a magnification of 100. The grinding process produces the parallel grooves located at right angles to the nickel foil. Note in the 100X magnification view how the steel and nickel are bonded together in the left portion of the photograph, thus making a number of thermocouple junctions. The "reference junction" is formed on the plexiglas disc located on top of the assembly. The nickel foil is attached to the insulated screw and the other element of the thermocouple is connected to the other screw through the steel housing.

6. DESCRIPTION OF TEST EQUIPMENT:

a. A block diagram of the B.S.T. and associated circuits is shown in Appendix (C), Figure 8. Since the steel element of the thermocouple is of necessity grounded to the gun barrel, the entire recording apparatus was grounded to the gun barrel also. Thus the possibility of introducing "noise" onto the records from ground loop systems was eliminated. The firing key, located in the automatic firing and synchronization device, was isolated by a fast-acting relay. The automatic firing and synchronization device, oscilloscope,
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and drum camera are similar to the equipment used on pressure-time studies by the Naval Proving Ground. The DC amplifiers are flat from 0-50,000 c.p.s. ± .5 db. and have a gain of 25,000. The drum camera has a continuously adjustable speed from 5 rpm to 1800 rpm. In round 4, the speed of the drum camera was approximately doubled in order to study in detail the respective rise times of the thermocouple and the pressure gage.

b. The millivolt calibration unit and selector device were specially designed and constructed here for this test. A schematic of this unit is shown in Appendix (C), Figure 9. This device was designed to insert automatically on the temperature-time trace, a pre-determined voltage in four (4) steps for calibration purposes. They were inserted approximately 20 milliseconds before the close of firing key and remained for a duration of approximately 10 milliseconds. The steps can be varied from 1 to 50 millivolts per step as shown on the schematic drawing of Appendix (C), Figure 9. The firing key is held closed for 3 milliseconds, then opened to prevent any spurious peaks from appearing on the temperature-time trace. In Appendix (A), Figure 3, are shown oscillograms from four (4) rounds, each with its calibration steps.

7. PROCEDURE:

a. Description of Each Round

Five (5) rounds were fired in this test. On all rounds, the firing conditions were made as identical as possible. The temperature-time and pressure-time curves obtained at the origin of rifling are shown in Appendix (B), Figure 4 through Figure 7. No data were obtained on Round 5 because there was a short hangfire, which caused the round to be fired just after the completion of the recording time. In all five (5) rounds, the face of the thermocouple was recessed from the bore surface from 35 to 50 thousandths of an inch. Since the bore surface thermocouple had certain modifications for each round, a brief description of it and how it was used in each round follows below.

ROUND 1

The B.S.T. consisted of a nickel ribbon wire (.001 thick and .015 wide) sandwiched between two (2) thin sheets of mica. After assembly, the excess mica and nickel ribbon were cut off flush with the end surface of the slug. Then the junction was formed by heating the end surface and flowing silver solder onto the surface. The
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The melting point of the silver solder was 650°C. The thickness of silver solder was \( \mu 002 \pm \mu 0005 \). The thermocouple on this and the following round was assembled as shown in Appendix (A), Figure 1, with one (1) exception. The press-fit steel ring shown on this drawing was added after Round 2 as explained below under Round 3. The oscillogram obtained with this thermocouple is shown in Appendix (A), Figure 3. After firing, the silver solder had completely melted and was blown off the end surface of the thermocouple assembly. However, excluding the intermittent breaks shown on the oscillogram, the junction remained intact for approximately 80 milliseconds after projectile ejection from the muzzle. It is assumed that the intermittent breaks in the oscillogram were caused by melting of the silver solder.

ROUND 2

For this round, the nickel element of the B.S.T. consisted of a strip 1/8" wide x 001 thick cut from a sheet of nickel foil. The nickel foil was then electrically oxidized and assembled between the two (2) halves of the slug without any mica insulation. The end surface was then ground and cleaned with great care. Accurate measurements of the end surface were made using high powder magnification. The gap from one (1) steel slug to the other measured \( \mu 00139 \), the foil width was \( \mu 1050 \). The foil thickness was previously measured and found to be \( \mu 00105 \). After oxide coating and insertion in the assembly, the coating was approximately \( \mu 0004 \) on each side of the non-oxidized center of the nickel foil. The end surface was then nickel plated to a thickness of \( \mu 002 \). After firing the nickel plating had almost completely disintegrated. Powder gases broke through the nickel plating and entered between the two (2) halves of the steel slug. The thermocouple on this round was assembled as shown in Appendix (A), Figure 1, except for the addition of the press-fit ring.

ROUND 3

For this round, the nickel element consisted of a strip 1/8" wide and \( \mu 0002 \) thick inserted between two (2) thin mica sheets. The mica measured from \( \mu 0001 \) to \( \mu 0003 \) in thickness. The assembly was put together exactly as shown in the sketch in Appendix (A), Figure 1. The end portion of the two (2) sections of the cylindrical steel slug was ground to a smaller outside diameter to allow space for the steel ring. The extremely tight fitting steel ring was then hydraulically press-fitted onto the base of the steel slugs. The purpose of this
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steel ring was to prevent the separation of the two (2) steel slugs while the slugs were under high gas pressures. The thermocouple junction was formed by surface grinding such that the steel and nickel were "dragged slowly" across the gap making an electrical and mechanical bond. The photographs shown in Appendix (A), Figure 2, were taken from this thermocouple. Upon firing, this thermocouple showed no signs of breaking down. The junction was in very good condition, the electrical resistance (0.30) was still the same, and no gases had leaked between the steel slugs. A coating of foreign matter, mostly copper, was deposited on the thermocouple during firing. Note the photograph of the surface after firing shown in Appendix (A), Figure 2. The thickness of this coating was from 0.001 to 0.002. This coating comes from the sealing bands.

ROUND 4

The foreign matter deposited on the thermocouple surface during Round 3 was removed and the assembly, with no other changes, was reinstalled in the barrel. Upon firing, the thermocouple unit was undamaged. Again there was a deposit of copper on the end surface of the thermocouple.

ROUND 5

The process for Round 4 was repeated for this round, and the same copper plating results were obtained. No records, however, were obtained because of a short hangfire.

b. Mica Insulation

The mica insulation used in the thermocouple for Rounds 3, 4 and 5 varied in thickness from 3 to 10 microns. Since the assembly of these thermocouples, a technique has been developed here which will produce mica sheets of less than 2 microns thickness. The procedure is as follows:

A sheet of mica is placed in a tank of water containing a wetting agent and allowed to soak for a period of at least 24 hours. At the end of this time, the edges of the mica sheet become ruffled, and by careful insertion of a sharp needle point between the layers of mica, thin sheets can be "floated" into the water. These mica sheets are too thin to be raised from the water directly without tearing; however, by placing a glass plate beneath the mica film, it can be removed from the water and allowed to dry. The mica is then
"peeled" and ready for use. Mica films as large as 1-1/2" x 1-1/2" and from 1 to 2 microns thick have been made by the above described process. High quality mica (Phlogopite) was used. It has a peak working temperature of 850°C and is capable of withstanding much higher temperatures when the high temperatures are applied in the form of rapid transients.

c. Thermocouple Calibrations

A calibration curve for the nickel steel thermocouple is shown in Appendix (C), Figure 10.

A thermocouple was constructed from a pure nickel wire and a steel wire. The steel wire had a chemical composition very nearly the same as that of the steel in the B.S.T. Thus, the thermoelectric properties of the two (2) steel elements in each of the thermocouples were assumed to be similar. The difference in the calibration curve due to the differences in the steel elements is not expected to be more than ±20°C at 1000°C.

The steel wire vs. pure nickel wire thermocouple was calibrated against a platinum vs. platinum + 10% rhodium thermocouple. Both thermocouples were placed in a furnace, which was then heated in increments of 25°C, and allowed to reach equilibrium each time. The e.m.f. was read on a Rubicon potentiometer and was then converted to degrees centigrade. The cold junctions of both thermocouples were placed in an ice-water bath (0°C).

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:

a. Thermocouple Assembly

The method of forming the thermocouple junction used on Round 3 and described in paragraph (a) of "Procedure" has proven to be an extremely rugged and rapid-responding thermocouple. The same thermocouple with the same junction was used for Rounds 4 and 5 and in each case showed no signs of breaking down. The actual junction was formed by slowly grinding the end surface of the thermocouple assembly perpendicular to the nickel foil. This "grinding" process produces numerous hot weld junctions as shown in the 100X magnification view in Appendix (A), Figure 2. High gas pressures, combined with the abrasive action of gases and unburned powder particles,
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greatly increase the possibility of breakdowns when the junction is formed by the relatively weak evaporation, silver soldering and electro-plating techniques. The thermocouple described in this report has shown no signs of breaking down either mechanically or electrically for three (3) consecutive rounds and it is not likely to breakdown in burst firings of small or large caliber guns.

b. Temperature-time and Pressure-time Curves

Temperature-time and pressure-time curves for each round are plotted on the same graph in Appendix (B), Figures 4, 5 and 6. Both gages are located at the origin of rifling and are positioned radially 90° from each other. Prior to projectile passage, both the pressure gage and thermocouple indicate gas leakage ahead of the sealing bands.

In Appendix (B), Figure 7, all of the bore surface temperature time curves are plotted on the same coordinates. Note that each curve has three (3) "peaks" separated by two (2) "valleys". After the firing of Rounds 3, 4 and 5, the end-surface of the thermocouple contained a coating of copper alloy from 1 to 2 mils thick. Each time, this coating was removed before firing the next round. In Rounds 1 and 2, it is assumed that the same phenomena occurred even though it was not observed after firing, since the thermocouple junction disappeared each time. It appears that this coating is formed by a layer of molten sealing band which is "flashed" onto the end-surface of the thermocouple. (EX-7 projectiles were used throughout these tests). A photograph of the end-surface of the thermocouple after firing, showing this coating of copper, is contained in Appendix (A), Figure 2.

c. Thermocouple Advantages

The thermocouple described in this report has the following advantages: (1) The manufacturing of the individual components, such as the housing, steel slugs, press-fit ring, etc., is relatively simple. The machine work required is straightforward and the tolerances are wide. (2) The assembling of the individual components into the final thermocouple is simple and no special equipment or specialized training is required. (3) The mica insulation between the nickel and steel elements can be as thin as 1 micron, thus resulting in a heat reservoir of negligible amount. (4) The rugged construction of the whole assembly assures a thermocouple of long life, capable of withstanding high pressures, shocks,
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and vibrations such as that encountered in the firing of large guns. The described thermocouple is capable of recording extremely high-frequency transient temperatures at the bore-surfaces of guns, with a minimum of maintenance repairs required.

d. Further Studies

Further investigations are being carried out by the authors of this report to obtain the temperature-time histories at the bore surface of the barrel at several positions along the barrel; i.e. cartridge case region, origin of rifling and muzzle regions.

The results of these investigations will be included in future reports.
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